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“Cousin, I Am Too Young”: Age and Authority in Shakespeare’s
Richard II
Rudolph Glitz

English Language and Culture, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

ABSTRACT
According to his Lancastrian opponents, the historical Richard II lost his
crown primarily due to his excessive youthfulness. This view shaped
subsequent accounts of his reign, including Shakespeare’s controversial
play about him. The Tragedy of King Richard the Second repeatedly
addresses the question of the king’s age as perceived by, and in relation
to, his subjects and political opponents. As my article demonstrates in
detail, Shakespeare’s characters do not speak of age merely sporadically
and in politically neutral ways. Instead, they regularly invoke it as a site
of rhetorical contestation, informed by an early modern consensus that
defined age largely in practical and social terms, was markedly
gerontocratic, and made mature adulthood an important prerequisite to
successful governance. Read in this context, i.e., with a focus on the
intersection between age and rank as conceptualized by Shakespeare’s
contemporaries, the various age-related passages in the play reveal both
Richard’s failure and Bolingbroke’s success with regard to their age-
political self-fashioning.
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In September 1399, after the historical Richard II had just given up the crown to his Lancastrian suc-
cessor Bolingbroke, Thomas Arundel, the Archbishop of Canterbury, helped legitimate the event by
contrasting the two men in terms of their respective age stratum memberships:

In stede off a childe wilfully doyng his luste, now shall a man be lorde to the peple. (71)

Despite the fact that both “childe” and “man” were thirty-two years old at the time, Arundel’s ser-
mon helped establish what was to become a long tradition of age-related invectives against the
deposed Yorkist king, who had come to the throne as a boy of ten and seemed unable ever to live
down that fact. First started by his political opponents as a way of undermining his authority
(Fletcher, cf. esp. 151–53), ascriptions of excessive youthfulness to Richard informed the historiogra-
phy of his reign even after the Tudor unification of the two roses, when they eventually found their
way onto the early modern stage (cf. Aston 290–315). In the following, I will trace the legacy of this
tradition in The Tragedy of King Richard the Second. My aim is to shed new light on Shakespeare’s
account of his hero’s downfall as well as draw attention to a dimension of age that is as yet barely
recognized as a literary theme. I am referring to its political dimension, i.e., the ways in which age
relates to institutionalized and discursive power structures, and contributes to the stratification of
society as a whole (cf. Riley et al. 398).
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Although some of the age-political assumptions that underpin Shakespeare’s Henriad have
occasionally been noted by scholars – namely with regard to the prodigal Hal and his legendary
reformation (see Bevington, Seven Ages 80–101 and Smith 69–70, 84–85, 91) – they have never
been prioritized over other thematic strands or traced systematically in Richard II. As I will show
in the following, doing so can reveal dynamics in the play that, while not necessarily at odds with
existing readings of its politics, still inform these politics and at times even direct the illocutionary
thrust of a passage or entire scene. Cultural, literary, and theatre scholars might benefit from seeing
the play’s age-political dynamics highlighted and historically contextualized – e.g., when studying the
popular political discourse of the time or exploring precisely how Richard’s fall was staged for, and
perceived by, early modern audiences. Given, furthermore, that age has remained a notable factor in
people’s assessment of political actors, getting sensitized to its import around the time of the play’s
composition is likely to affect the practice of even historically uninterested directors, actors, and pro-
ducers. They might consider my findings with an eye to adapting Shakespeare’s text to a society
whose age politics differ markedly from those of the Elizabethans, and thus making novel interpret-
ative choices with regard to casting, body language, or costume. While specifically performance-
related aspects of Shakespeare’s age politics would make for a worthwhile research project of its
own – whether in relation to the Elizabethan theatre or later milestones in the stage history of
Richard II – the present article limits itself to a close reading of Shakespeare’s text and how it brings
together contemporary assumptions about age and monarchical rule.

Age vs rank

That Shakespeare’s account of Richard’s fall from power ascribes some political relevance to the age
structure of English society can already be gleaned from the memorable scenes that mark its very
beginning. In the very first line, in fact – “Old John of Gaunt, time-honoured Lancaster” – the rela-
tively youthful king pays at least lip-service to what Keith Thomas has described as the “gerontocratic
ideal” of the early modern social order (211). This ideal derived from, among other things, the fifth
commandment and the laws of nature as perceived by contemporaries (207). Its basic tenet was that
“the young should be diffident and deferential, while their elders exercised authority” (208). Of
course, the early modern age hierarchy did not cancel out that of rank or office (cf. Thomas 205),
which in Shakespeare’s play obviously favours the king. Yet although Richard never doubts his
own supremacy as God’s anointed ruler (cf. 1.1.119), he is still keen to appear supportive of the ger-
ontocratic ideal when he enlists the Duke of Lancaster’s personal assistance both before and during
the hearing of Bolingbroke and Mowbray. Not only does he make a point of having entrusted the old
man with the power to bring to court and “sift” Henry in the name of the crown (1.1.2–11), but he
also aligns his regal authority with Gaunt’s age-related as well as familial roles of father and uncle
when it comes to restraining the two would-be duellists:

Good uncle, let this end where it begun.
We’ll calm the Duke of Norfolk, you your son. (1.1.158–59)

The elliptic parallelism in the second line of this couplet momentarily conjures up an image of
Richard and Gaunt engaged side by side, and with comparable authority, in the shared endeavour
of subduing their unruly charges.

Shakespeare’s play suggests multiple reasons for Richard to elevate Gaunt in front of his nobles, at
least some of which will have registered with attentive members of the audience. There is, for instance,
the “good” uncle’s personal reputation (cf. also 1.1.135–36), his feudalist principles and consequent
readiness to submit to his royal “liege” (1.1.7), his soon-to-be-revealed eagerness to appear impartial
in matters of government (cf. 1.3.229–35), the complex web of loyalties surrounding the death of
Woodstock (see footnote to 1.1.159 in Charles Forker’s Arden edition), and not least the fact that,
as Bolingbroke’s father, Gaunt holds quite literally a patriarchal claim on the latter’s obedience. Yet
however important these reasons may be for understanding Richard’s courtly stagecraft here, they
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should not distract us from how the duke himself interprets the king’s gesture and publicly justifies the
authority delegated to him. Directly preceding the call to order addressed to his son, Gaunt’s response
explicitly prioritizes as the basis of his empowerment his social standing as an old man:

To be a make-peace shall become my age.
Throw down, my son, the Duke of Norfolk’s gage. (1.1.160–61)

As Patrick Stewart demonstrates in a recent NBC production of the play (6:19–6:31 mins), it is poss-
ible that Gaunt delivers these lines with head-shaking reluctance and barely concealed sympathy for
his son’s cause, implicitly suggesting that his role as peace-maker does not become him at all except
insofar as he is old, and that he struggles to reconcile his personal inclinations with his position in the
contemporary age structure. Even in this reading, however, the old man’s words still reaffirm the
early modern orthodoxies surrounding age.

Before the background of a firmly established system of age roles, Gaunt accepts the task of mak-
ing peace as especially appropriate to his advanced years. At his stage of the human life cycle, he was
expected to display wisdom and cold-blooded reflection (see Thomas 207–08; Ben-Amos 16) as well
as regulate the erratic behaviour of the young (see Griffiths 73). As the playwright and critic George
Whetstone puts it in 1578, when discussing the theatrical codification of contemporary age norms:
“kindly, graue olde men should instruct, yonge men should showe the imperfections of youth” (60).
Gaunt thus self-consciously assumes a familiar high-status role in view of his son’s imperfections,
and it is notable that Richard does not contradict this age-political interpretation of his request –
not even when he resumes full control after their joint attempt at peace-making has failed
(1.1.186). This once again testifies to the power of the gerontocratic ideal alongside that of monarch-
ical succession. Although it does so neither lastingly nor exclusively, the rhetorical tribute Richard
pays to his senior-most subject effectively serves to minimize the inherent tension between the hier-
archies of age and rank, both of which were regarded as divinely ordained and hence not easy to
reconcile in cases of non-alignment.

Also later in act 1, when Mowbray and Bolingbroke are banished by the king, the latent conflict
between age and rank is hinted at but does not rise to the surface. Mowbray’s references to his “forty
years” (1.3.153) might suggest that he considers his punishment an affront to his dignity as a full-
grown man. Unlike the younger Henry, after all, who can downplay the humiliation of his exile
by conceiving of it as an age-appropriate “apprenticehood” (Add. Pass. C. 4), the numerically at
least middle-aged duke considers himself “too old to fawn upon a nurse, / Too far in years to be
a pupil now” (1.3.164–65). Yet since Mowbray still complies and stops short of accusing the king
directly, the thrust of his statements remains equivocal: they could just as well constitute spon-
taneous expressions of despair or appeals to Richard’s pity. Old Gaunt, too – despite his suspicions
regarding his brother’s death (1.2.3–8) and obvious dissatisfaction with the king’s punishment of his
son (1.3.229–235) – does not mount any discernible challenge in this scene and thus proves the
strength of his royalist convictions as expressed earlier to his sister-in-law (1.2.37–41). It is only
in the second act, after an unspecified amount of time has passed, that the king’s continued misrule
and Henry’s sorely felt absence lead the old man to question Richard’s supremacy openly and on
age-political grounds.

While preparing himself for a royal visit, Gaunt harps on Richard’s “unstaid youth” (2.1.2) and –
with an eye to the king’s dissolute age peers Wiltshire, Bushy, and Green – describes himself as more
deserving of attention than “they whom youth and ease have taught to glose” (2.1.10). Although his
explanation of why the king might actually listen on this occasion does not invoke his old age itself
but rather the accompanying illness and prospect of death (2.1.5–16), it is clearly his superiority in
years that makes “old Gaunt” (2.1.74) feel qualified in the first place to dish out “wholesome counsel”
(2.1.2) to his superior in rank. His brother York’s warnings about Richard’s probable resistance to
instruction do little to discourage Gaunt from his age-based condescension towards a king whose
“rash, fierce blaze of riot cannot last” in his view (2.1.33). Though intended to calm the old man
and recommending prudence, his brother’s words seem more likely to exacerbate his disillusionment
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with Richard. In particular, York questions the king’s ability to govern either his own person or
others, presenting his “open ear of youth” as poisoned and “stopped” with flattery, “lascivious
metres”, Italian fashions, and vanity in general (2.1.17–30) before comparing, at the very moment
when Richard enters the scene, his temper to that of “young hot colts” which “being reined, do
rage the more” (2.1.70).

York’s demeaning equestrian metaphor prompts both Gaunt and the audience to think of the
upcoming chastisement of the king as a necessary reining-in or even whipping – images markedly
at odds, of course, with Richard’s royal dignity and rank. In addition, the two older men’s repeated
references to their nephew as an immature youngster implicitly cast doubt on his competence in gen-
eral – whether it be as a ruler in office, a judge and arbiter, a leader in battle, a patriarchal provider, a
husband, or in fact anything else that could be associated with early modern manhood (cf. Smith 39–
66). To a modern reader or audience, this rather devastating implication might not be immediately
apparent. It results from the contemporary conception of age, which differs from our current one in
respects that are worth spelling out in some detail here.

First, it needs to be noted that the precise, chronologically measured duration of a person’s life
constituted a far less significant age marker in Shakespeare’s England than it does today. Not only
did different age theorists ascribe vastly different numerical age ranges to the same age terms, i.e.,
to “boy”, “youth”, “man,”, etc. (cf. Griffiths 21), but, as Thomas points out, it was only between
the sixteenth and mid-eighteenth century “that awareness of their numerical age came to form
part of most men’s basic self-consciousness” (205). As a result, to speak with John Gillis, the
“language of age in pre-industrial Europe” often appears “hopelessly vague” by our carefully quan-
tified standards (1; cf. also Thomas 205–07). Most of Shakespeare’s contemporaries did not have
birth certificates, and if their numerical ages were known at all, they formed only minor parts of
what defined their age-stratum memberships.

Instead of numerical age, secondly, the primary criteria by which people decided on a man’s age-
stratum membership were practical and social. Next to physical appearance, which still allowed for
considerable variation, the various markers of full adulthood included such public rites of passage as
the completion of one’s education, marriage, parenthood, or setting up one’s own household and
business (cf. Griffiths 32–33). Compared to any numerical schemes, Paul Griffiths notes, “there
was far more consensus and precision about defining the age of youth in terms of life-cyclical pro-
gress” (27), namely as the life stage in which the above-mentioned markers of adulthood had not yet
been achieved. As a consequence, every attribution of youth to a person directly implicated his or her
general performance as a grown-up and was likely to offend accordingly. We can understand Arun-
del’s coronation sermon in these terms, and Griffiths, in his study of early modern attitudes towards
youth, surveys a variety of documented everyday-life examples of such verbal attacks – for instance
those exchanged between London’s night-watchmen and the city governors, both of whom tried to
discredit the other group by calling them “boys” (101). According to Griffiths, “we must not assume
that this rhetorical and tactical use of age-titles can always be directly related to actual ages” (ibid.).
He concludes that “young” and “youth” as well as their near-synonyms were “often hurled as insults”
whose force derived from “their association with immorality and inadequacy” (101–02). Shakespeare
exemplifies this custom later in Richard II, namely by having an angry Surrey refer to Fitzwalter as a
“dishonourable boy” (4.1.56), but Gaunt’s and York’s age-based complaints about the king in the
build-up to his visit clearly perform a similar function of wholesale disparagement.

Given the age-political context of the time, Richard’s reaction to Gaunt’s paternalistic chiding is
predictable. Once the conflict between age and rank is out in the open, he finds himself forced to
protect his supremacy by renouncing at least in part the gerontocratic ideal he endorsed earlier.
He does so by exploiting a widely accepted qualification to it that Shakespeare’s contemporaries
reserved for those among the old to whom they sometimes referred as “decrepit”, a Latinate term
whose first use in English dates back to ca. 1500 (OED). This age stratum, too, was defined less
by the numerical age of its members than the outward manifestations of their mental and physical
decline. Even though, as Thomas notes, early modern lawyers and bureaucrats would sometimes
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define sixty years as the “age of incipient decrepitude”, this made little difference in practice since
people who reached that age “were not compelled to disengage themselves from active life” (236).
For those who actually were decrepit, however, i.e., whose actions and appearance unmistakably
placed them in the age stratum closest to death, the gerontocratic ideal underwent a reversal
whose paradoxical implications were often rationalized by the presumed cyclicality of the life course.

The “last scene of all” in a man’s life, to speak with Jaques from As You Like It, was widely
regarded as one of “second childishness” (2.7.163 and 165), a view already considered commonplace
by the author of an early sixteenth-century Latin textbook: “This dotard waxeth a child again”, it says
in Horman’s Vulgaria of 1519 (quoted in Thomas 245). With regard to a man’s social standing, such
rejuvenation had serious consequences. Once he was seen to have entered second childishness by
showing signs of decrepitude, his age-based standing no longer increased but diminished. King
Richard does not expressly invoke the metaphor of second childishness in his confrontation with
Gaunt – unlike the old duke himself who, perhaps unwisely, compares his grave to a “hollow
womb” (2.1.82–83). Yet the king certainly draws on the conceptual tradition that gave rise to it.
Gaunt’s status as a venerable councillor bestowed with prophetic powers and courage by his long
experience and approaching death (cf. 2.1.31) clearly poses an age-political threat to Richard. In
order to pre-empt this threat without upsetting the natural gerontocratic order, the king seizes on
the old man’s extravagant professions of recklessness and despair in an attempt to recast him
along established ageist lines as a “lunatic lean-witted fool” (2.1.116), one whose “age and sullens”
can be dismissed as becoming of “the grave” rather than instructive for the living (2.1.140–41).

At the end of the scene, and somewhat surprisingly perhaps, Richard’s efforts to categorize Gaunt
as decrepit are seconded by York, who asks the king to impute Gaunt’s “frozen admonition”
(2.1.118) “to wayward sickliness and age” (2.1.143). Despite his earlier reinforcement of his brother’s
views, the anxious York now helps to undermine Gaunt’s authority in order to calm the angry
Richard. By having him do so, Shakespeare imbues York’s two attempts to intervene in the conflict
with a chiasmic symmetry that neatly encapsulates the age-political dynamics of the scene: before
Richard’s arrival, York tries to appease Gaunt by confirming his degradation of the king to the status
of a riotous youth even though, by most contemporary standards, the crowned ruler, husband, and
chief arbiter of the realm technically qualifies as an adult; after Gaunt’s departure, York tries to
appease Richard by confirming his account of the old man as senile and inept even though, by
the king’s own earlier admission (2.1.84 and 116–24), neither Gaunt’s wit nor his vigour show
any signs of decrepitude or second childishness yet. Only after suffering the king’s “unkindness”
does Gaunt feel anything like the arrival of his “crookèd age”, which, characteristically, he does
not want to linger but rather “to crop at once a too-long withered flower” (2.1.134–35).

As we can see throughout the scene, the altercation between Gaunt and Richard involves more
than merely relative age differences. It also goes beyond any simple binary division of society into
young and old. Grounded in a largely pragmatic conception of age, it presupposes the political cen-
trality of an intermediate age stratum whose members are defined by their publicly recognized
maturity and from which Gaunt and the king rhetorically strive to exclude one another.

Kingship and middle age

From the beginning, then, Richard II presents us with three distinct age strata – or rather four, given
Richard, Gaunt, and Mowbray’s slightly minor but still significant subdivision of the mature men
into younger and older ones in line with the gerontocratic ideal. These strata are, firstly, the imma-
ture and riotous young who need schooling and are unfit to wield any power; secondly, the recently
matured adults who successfully exercise control over themselves as well as others; thirdly, the older
and hence even more authoritative adults (other things being equal); and, fourthly, the very old, fool-
ish and hence, in turn, immature and riotous adults, or rather former adults, who are no longer fit to
control or instruct their juniors in years. This implicit age-group model corresponds closely to a con-
ception of the human life-cycle that, through Johannitius’s Isagoge and the Canon of Avicenna, had
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dominated the European medical discourse about age since the Middle Ages (cf. Burrow 22–25; also
27). Modifying Aristotle’s triad of augmentum, status, and decrementum under the influence of
Pythagorean number mysticism, related views of the four seasons and elements, and Galen’s theory
of the humours, medical writers in the Arabic tradition regularly distinguished between the four life
stages of adolescence, maturity, old age, and decrepitude (Burrow 22–25).

In the much-anthologized passage on age that can be found in the Isagoge, for instance, adoles-
cence (adolescentia) is described as “hot and moist” and increasing the body “up to the twenty-fifth
or thirtieth year”; maturity (iuventus) as “hot and dry” and preserving “the body in perfection with-
out any decrease in its powers” until “the thirty-fifth or fortieth year”; old age (senectum) as “cold and
dry” and diminishing the body “until the fifty-fifth or sixtieth year” – “but still without loss of
power”; and decrepitude (senium), which runs “to the end of life”, as “cold and moist through the
gathering of the phlegmatic humour, during which a loss of power becomes evident” (qtd in Burrow
23, together with the Latin original). The word “power” here translates the etymologically more
strongly gendered virtus (cf. virility) and simply refers to man’s physical and mental abilities. Yet
just like its Latin counterpart, it already carries connotations that allow for an easy transfer of the
four-age model to the political sphere (cf. Machiavelli’s virtù).

Close as the correspondences may be between Richard II and contemporary medical textbook
accounts of ageing, it would still be rash to infer from them any far-reaching age-theoretical commit-
ments on Shakespeare’s part. Although his characters occasionally refer to the elements (3.3.54–55),
humours (5.5.10), and seasons of the year (3.2.102), they seem hardly driven by metaphysical con-
siderations about these when they distinguish between the four ages outlined above, and even
numerical ages or birth dates are rarely invoked or disputed by them. Their central concern is
with the competent wielding of authority, and at least some distinctions based on this criterion
can also be found in many other life-course models circulating at the time. In his Rhetoric, Aristotle
presents the “prime of life” as the tempered mean superior to both youth and old age: “To put it
generally, all the valuable qualities that youth and age divide between them are united in the
prime of life, while all their excesses or defects are replaced by moderation and fitness” (2215). As
a consequence, the philosopher describes middle age as the most suitable age for government
(Chuska 163), and this preference of his was widely known and accepted across Europe (cf. Burrow
8–11). It was propagated not only by Italian paintings such as Titian’s famous Allegory of Prudence,
in which the bearded, frontally depicted face of middle age is paired with a lion’s head emblematic of
royalty and unchallenged governance, but also through the trope of the arc of life. This arc appeared
as much in writing as in the visual arts, where it often took the form of steps, and elevated the middle
over both ends of the ageing process. Dante’s Convivio, for instance, invokes the “arch” of heaven
before stating that, regarding “our own life alone, with which we are at present concerned, I
affirm that it proceeds after the fashion of this arch, mounting and descending” (343). A similar
spatial metaphor is implied by Castiglione’s Book of the Courtier, which in Hoby’s 1561 translation
refers to “that middle state, which is the better part of our life” (122), with “youth” and “auncienty”
being “placed (as it were) in the extremities” (121).

Together with the metaphor of the arc, the perceived political supremacy of mature men
had, by the sixteenth century, spread far beyond the context of the Aristotelian age triad itself
and been incorporated into numerous more differentiated age models. In some of these the arc
lost its symmetry. The indiscriminately misanthropic Jaques of As You Like It, for example,
may distribute his mockery relatively evenly between the “seven ages” he distinguishes
(2.7.139–66) and barely mention the social standing associated with each, yet the part of
the judge “with eyes severe and beard of formal cut” (2.7.155), which he ascribes to the mature
man of the sixth age, is still the most elevated and authoritative one by any contemporary
standard. An illustration in the sixteenth-century French translation of Bartholomaeus Angli-
cus’s De Proprietaribus Rerum pictures a similar seven-age sequence (133; see Figure 1), con-
veying the social pre-eminence of mature middle age by way of height as well as perspective:
the grown man of the sixth age towers over the others and is the only figure in the picture
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whose body is turned towards the viewer. In depictions of the “Wheel of Ages”, a medieval
trope that remained popular in Renaissance Europe, the life course is variously subdivided
into eight, ten, or twelve stages, depending on the particular theory of age that underpins
the image, but the apex of the wheel is almost invariably occupied by advanced middle age.
The latter is in turn represented either literally by the figure of a king or by that of a man dis-
playing, if not quite crown and sceptre, still unmistakable insignia of authority. The figure of
the middle-aged king, for instance, appears in the De Lisle Psalter of 1310, where the so-called
Madonna Artist combines a wheel of ten ages with Johannitius’s four-age scheme (Figure 2),
whereas a more generic display of middle-aged authority can be found in Cornelis Anthonisz’s
mid-sixteenth-century woodcut De Trap des Levens (i.e., stairs of life; see Figure 3). As these
examples illustrate, medieval and early modern life-course models may have been highly
diverse and informed by different and often conflicting traditions, but there was still a
broad cultural consensus that identified power, and especially political power, with men of
middle age.

When Shakespeare has old Gaunt simultaneously call into question King Richard’s maturity and
his ability to govern, he both relies on and reaffirms the deeply rooted cultural link between power
and adulthood. With regard to kingship as well as other positions of authority, Gaunt’s chastisement
of his liege teaches an age-political lesson that can be summarized as follows: in addition to his var-
ious other important qualities, a good ruler needs to be – and this includes being recognized as –
markedly past the age of youth. This lesson is reiterated not only in Richard II but throughout
the Henriad. It can be inferred, for example, from Hotspur’s doomed career in 1 Henry IV. Although
Henry IV means to praise the young rebel when he describes him there as “Mars in swaddling-
clothes” (3.2.112; cf. Richard II 2.3.100), this “infant warrior” image (3.2.113) is bound to have
sounded extreme and incongruous to Shakespeare’s audience, and hence raised suspicion. By hinting
at unnatural martial precociousness, it ominously prepares the audience for Hotspur’s eventual

Figure 1. “The Seven Ages of Man” in Le Propriétaire des Choses (1522) by Barthélemy l’Anglais.
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downfall in a conflict allegedly led from the very beginning by his manipulative elders. As the Earl of
Westmorland explains to the king:

This is his uncle’s teaching. This is Worcester,
Malevolent to you in all aspects,
Which makes him prune himself, and bristle up
The crest of youth against your dignity. (1.1.95–98)

Another statement to the effect that youth and stable government are mutually exclusive is made in 2
Henry IV, where Westmorland denounces as age-inappropriate the involvement with the rebel army
of the “reverend father” (4.1.38), the Archbishop of York, “whose beard the silver hand of peace hath
touched” (4.1.43). At the very end of that play, we see the newly crowned Harry abruptly turn away
his “former self” (5.5.58), and there is also, of course, the opening scene of Henry V, where his regal
“grace and fair regard” is sharply distinguished from the unpromising “courses of his youth”, which
his bishops regard as concluded and safely in the past (1.1.23–38).

Charismatically harnessing both young and old to his pursuits, King Harry will succeed, of course,
where King Richard evidently fails. As Richard II progresses, the king’s inability to align rank and age
may not remain quite as prominently in the foreground as during his conflict with Gaunt, but the

Figure 2. “Wheel of the Ten Ages of Men” by the Madonna Master in the De Lisle Psalter (ca. 1310).
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age-political dimension of events is returned to often enough for the audience not to lose sight of it.
Shakespeare occasionally alludes to the subject of age by way of evocative metaphors, e.g., when the
queen describes her sorrow as “ripe in fortune’s womb” (2.2.10) or when Richard speaks of time not
being “many hours of age” (5.1.57), but he also addresses it directly. During the long scene in which
Bolingbroke gathers his forces, for example, Harry Percy – Hotspur in the future but now still only a
“boy” (2.3.36) – offers his service “Such as it is, being tender, raw, and young, / Which elder days shall

Figure 3. Wood cut print of De Trap des Levens (ca. 1550) by Cornelis Anthonisz.
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ripen” (2.3.41–43). Later in the same scene, furthermore, York chides the future Henry IV in a man-
ner reminiscent of how his brother chided Richard:

Com’st thou because the anointed King is hence?
Why, foolish boy, the King is left behind,
And in my loyal bosom lies his power.
Were I but now the lord of such hot youth
As when brave Gaunt, thy father, and myself
Rescued the Black Prince, that young Mars of men,
From forth the ranks of many thousand French,
O then how quickly should this arm of mine,
Now prisoner to the palsy, chastise thee
And minister correction to thy fault! (2.3.95–104)

Like his brother Gaunt did against Richard, York here mobilizes the hierarchy of age against his more
powerful junior, albeit tempered by an invocation of his own beginning decrepitude as an excuse for
his factual passivity (cf. also 2.2.82–83). Notwithstanding his brother’s earlier charges of immaturity
against Richard, York now aligns the king’s authority of officewith that of his own advanced adulthood
in order to put in his place the “foolish boy” that is his other nephew. When – perhaps slightly con-
fusingly – York still nostalgically yearns for his own lost “youth” on this occasion, he is not referring
to his boyhood or adolescence, but rather uses the term in a sense comparable to that of virtus or
“power”, which is compatible with full manhood. His lack of such relatively youthful vigour and
the incapacitating “palsy” he complains about are at least partly metaphorical: apart from personal
frailty, they denote his military weakness in the face of Bolingbroke’s army and his resulting ineffec-
tualness as a disciplinarian.

The strong qualifications that accompany York’s threats may make them seem empty to the point
of ridiculousness and thus lend support to the stage tradition of presenting the duke as an “incom-
petent fool” (Shewring 118). Yet as an age-political attempt to influence the public image of the usur-
per, his speech is not entirely toothless. While York’s threats of force pose little danger, his words still
retain the sting of demoting Henry to the status of a mere “boy” and thereby casting doubt on both
the legitimacy of his ambitions and his ability to rule in line with God’s gerontocratic order. Accord-
ingly, Henry’s answer to his uncle’s reproaches defends his cause not only in legal but also in age-
political terms. Evidently aware of the importance of appearing mature, Henry does not accept
York’s account of his campaign, which presents him as an unruly youngster in rebellion against
his seniors. Instead, he sketches the far more favourable picture of a dispute between two parties
who are not only similarly accountable to the law of the land (cf. 2.3.132–35), but also similarly
mature, and who cannot plausibly be divided along generational lines.

Henry manages to manipulate his age-political standing, firstly, by exploiting the family’s near-
universal function in human society as a source of inter-age solidarity (cf. Riley 439–40) and, sec-
ondly, by emphasizing his own recent accession to manhood. Strictly speaking, of course, Richard
is York’s nephew just as much as Henry is. Yet Henry, possibly in the hope of profiting from the
king’s alleged neglect of family loyalty (cf. 2.1.125–32), still repeatedly invokes the close familial
bond between York and himself. In what at first seems a simple gesture of affection, he even identifies
his uncle with his late father – and then cleverly capitalizes on this very identification:

You are my father, for methinks in you
I see old Gaunt alive. O then, my father,
Will you permit that I shall stand condemned
A wandering vagabond, my rights and royalties
Plucked from my arms perforce and given away
To upstart unthrifts? (2.3.116–21)

Henry clearly means to elicit fraternal loyalty here: given that his late father considered it his duty to
oppose the illegal actions of Richard and the “upstart unthrifts” at court, how can his uncle York
permit these actions and condemn those who oppose them? At the same time, however, the fact
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that Henry presents the cause of son, late father, and the father’s loving brother as one and the same
effectively immunizes him against charges of rebellious youthfulness. Rather than the “fault” of a
“foolish boy” (2.3.104 and 96), Henry’s opposition to Richard now appears to be the respectable
legacy of the late aged Gaunt.

As to his own accession to manhood, Henry envisages himself as a potential “wandering vaga-
bond”, an image especially familiar to Shakespeare’s audience due to England’s economic and
demographic situation. As A.L. Beier has shown, vagrants “were mainly children, adolescents
and young adults” (9). They were seen as “criminals who threatened society and the state” (15)
and “Elizabethans assumed that the numbers of vagrants were great and growing” (5). Since, fur-
thermore, these young vagrants were often referred to by the catch-all term “apprentices”
(Griffiths 160), one can see Henry’s metaphor as a continuation of the “apprenticehood” and
“journeyman to grief” images he used earlier in response to being exiled (Add. Pass. C. 4–7).
Thus, through a series of age-related images that also brings him closer to the common people,
Henry warns his uncle against swelling a widely perceived source of disorder in the land: that
of deviant youths (Griffiths 352–53). By permitting the king’s seizure of Henry’s patrimony,
York would help to prevent his “journeyman” nephew from taking the next step upwards in
the natural life-course sequence, namely that of following his father into mature independence
and full manhood.

Bolingbroke’s accession to his father’s full title and position is emphasized in the lines just before
and after the passage quoted above. They imply that with his father’s title – or rather his hereditary
claim to it – Henry has practically assumed a new identity:

As I was banished, I was banished Hereford;
But as I come, I come for Lancaster.
[…]
If that my cousin King be King in England,
It must be granted I am Duke of Lancaster. (2.1.112–13 and 122–23)

What is usually read as mere casuistry meant to justify Henry’s early return from exile (cf. Gohn 966)
also announces a change of age-stratum membership. The youthful “apprenticehood” (Add.
Pass. C. 4) of the banished Duke of Hereford has ended with Gaunt’s demise As the new Duke of
Lancaster, he can now insist on mastery of his domain in a way no less manly or mature than
Richard’s claim to the throne. By furthermore speaking of his “cousin King”, Henry does more
than remind York of his own status as an aristocrat and legal subject. Although the term “cousin”
was often used in a looser sense of relative or social equal by Shakespeare, here its stricter meaning
of “first cousin” factually applies and helps to stress the similarity of age between him and Richard. It
thus contradicts once again York’s framing of the conflict as one between young and old. Judging by
his age-political manoeuvring in this scene, Henry has clearly learnt much from the mistakes of his
opponent.

Richard’s age-political shortcomings

Just as the king’s incompetence as a governor and warlord is only rarely enacted directly in Shake-
speare’s Richard II (cf. Rossiter 30), so his age-political blunders tend to be alluded to rather than
represented onstage. The crucial scene in this regard is, of course, the exchange between Gaunt
and York in act 1. As we have already seen, the two brothers regard the king’s flawed leadership
as symptomatic of an excessive youthfulness that is both indicated and fuelled by the young courtiers
with whom he associates. Yet there are several other occasions on which the question of age is
brought up prominently in connection with Richard’s person. One occurs while, at the height of
the conflict between him and the usurper, Sir Stephen Scrope describes the people’s unanimous aver-
sion to their anointed ruler:
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Whitebeards have armed their thin and hairless scalps
Against thy majesty. Boys with women’s voices
Strive to speak big, and clap their female joints
In stiff unwieldy arms against thy crown. (3.2.108–12)

This hyperbole primarily highlights how far the anti-royal sentiment against Richard has spread:
even those on the political margins are taking up arms against him. Furthermore, the visual, acoustic,
and tactile incongruences Scrope so vividly invokes here implicitly stigmatize the uprising as a rebel-
lion in the sense the term was generally understood in early modern England, namely as an unna-
tural offense not only against a particular ruler, but against his office and hence the divine order as a
whole (cf. Condren, Language of Politics 116; Argument and Authority 187–89). As Richard puts it
only a few lines earlier: “Revolt our subjects? That we cannot mend. / They break their faith to God as
well as us” (3.2.96–97). Closely bound up with these concerns, however, there is also the specifically
age-political orientation of Scrope’s scenario. His choice of imagery confirms that age as a principle
of social stratification was just as familiar to contemporaries as rank or office. Furthermore, it
ascribes a distinctly age-political dimension to the conflict at hand and raises the question of the
king’s personal involvement in it. As one of the king’s trusted followers, Scrope himself is of course
unlikely to blame anyone but the rebels, but to early modern audiences his lines may well have
suggested something different. Already primed to doubt Richard’s maturity and not yet encouraged
to sympathize with him at this stage of the play (cf. Rackin 263–67), they would have found it hard
not to see the sketched scenario as a reflection of the king’s age-related shortcomings: if he cannot
control even the young and decrepit, let alone his adult subjects, then what does this say about his
own adulthood? And might Richard’s personal example of age-inappropriate behaviour not be at
least partly responsible for a realm whose divinely ordained age-structure is so manifestly out of
joint? As conventions such as the majestic plural illustrate, after all, the close link between the person
of the king and the condition of his people was a familiar topos in the contemporary discourse about
monarchy.

While two striking allusions to King Richard’s age-political inadequacies may still not be many,
neither are those to any other aspects of his misrule. After all, the focus of the play is less on the
details of Richard’s faulty government than his downfall (cf. Rossiter 30). Furthermore, the distinc-
tive features of the king’s misrule will have been at least vaguely familiar to contemporary audiences
from the already mentioned historiography of his reign in the vein of Arundel’s sermon. Truthful or
not, the Archbishop’s characterization of Richard as inappropriately youthful stuck. Shakespeare’s
own most likely sources show that it had already become commonplace in the Elizabethan period.
While a slightly earlier play on the Peasant’s Revolt, The Life and Death of Jack Straw, might still have
presented the teenage Richard as mature beyond his years, as displaying “the best of divine right” to
speak with David Bevington (Tudor Drama 237), contemporary historians usually played down this
episode of his reign (cf. Aston 305–06) and rather stressed Richard’s depravity and what Margaret
Aston calls “the myth of the king’s youth” (306). In The Mirror for Magistrates, for instance,
Richard’s “raging by youthfull insolence” is denounced (Baldwin 78). In Samuel Daniel’s Civil
Wars he is described as “wanton young effeminate” (12) and subject to “the idle heate of vainer
yeares” (25). In Edward Hall’s chronicle, which takes a slightly milder stance, he appears as someone
“in whom if there were anie offense, it ought rather to be imputed to the frailtie of wanton youth,
than to the malice of his heart” (8). Raphael Holinshed, although echoing Hall’s words (499), also
speaks of Richard’s “insolent misgouernance” and “youthfull outrage” (507) after quoting in full
both Arundel’s sermon (505) and the numerous “grievous crimes” (R2 4.1.213) that the king was
charged with by parliament and which, in the play, he refuses to read out in public (501; they are
also spelled out in Hall 9). Finally, there is the anonymous Woodstock play (ca. 1592), which
abounds with references to the court’s juvenile excesses (cf. 2.1.4–5; 2.2.149; 2.2.175–80; etc.).
Leaving practically no doubt about his unfitness to rule, these references culminate in Richard
describing himself as “a landlord to these warlike realms” simply in order “to ease our wanton
youth” (4.1.146–47).
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A playwright’s partial reliance on earlier portrayals of his protagonist does not rule out major
innovations and revisions, of course. Given the widespread gerontocratic consensus of the time, Sha-
kespeare’s Richard seems a far more realistic political figure than, say, the Richard of Woodstock
insofar as he does not endorse his alleged youthfulness anywhere in the play and thus positively
invite divinely sanctioned condemnation. Instead, he is infuriated by the allegations of immaturity
that are levelled against him and shows at least a minimum of age-political savvy (e.g., in his inter-
actions with Gaunt). Unlike his precursor in Woodstock, he does not knowingly choose the wrong
side in a struggle between age groups, but merely fails to establish himself as mature. His age-political
ineptitude is not so much a perverse act of rebellion against the gerontocratic order as a side effect of
his general attitude towards kingship, an attitude famously spelled out by Ernst Kantorowicz, who
considers the essence of Shakespeare’s play to be “the tragedy of the King’s Two Bodies” (26).

Kantorowicz has shown that by the king’s two bodies, Elizabethan jurists such as Edmund Plow-
den understood the so-called body politic on the one hand and the body natural on the other, both of
which they regarded as “consolidated” or “incorporated” into the person of the king (238), with the
body politic containing “mysterious forces which reduce, or even remove, the imperfections of the
fragile human nature” (Kantorowicz 9). As it happens, Plowden’s Commentaries expound much of
this theory with reference to age. The court lawyers needed to decide on whether an official decree by
Elizabeth’s late half-brother Edward VI could be revoked because of his “nonage” or whether it was
legally binding in spite of it. They took the latter view and legitimized all the underage king’s decrees
by describing them as made by his body politic rather than his natural or mortal one. Only the king’s
body natural, Plowden explains, is subject to “the Imbecility of Infancy or old Age” (212a):

But his Body politic is a Body that cannot be seen or handled, consisting of Policy and Government, and con-
stituted for the Direction of the People, and the Management of the public weal, and this Body is utterly void of
Infancy, and old Age, and other natural Defects and Imbecilities, which the Body natural is subject to, and for
this Cause, what the King does in his Body politic cannot be invalidated or frustrated by any Disability in his
natural Body. (212a-213)

Given long-standing Elizabethan concerns about the body natural of a female queen, about the “pol-
itical liability of her gender”, as Louis Montrose puts it (78), the lawyers’ argument here is bound to
have rung familiar to most politically informed contemporaries, and the theological rationale behind
it is amply reflected in Richard’s narrow and legalistic understanding of his position as that of a “dep-
uty elected by the Lord” (3.2.53; cf. Kantorowicz 28–29). Until the king starts to realize his factual
powerlessness and imminent defeat at the hands of his rival (3.2.71), he seems to think of himself
exclusively in terms of his body politic. As a result, he fatally neglects the requirements placed on
his body natural and ignores the political impact of its publicly noted imbecilities, not least regarding
mature behaviour and his resulting age-stratum membership. Even if one accepts that Richard’s
increasingly disaffected subjects in the play share his view of himself as composed of the king’s
two bodies, their criticism of him and rebellious preference for his enemy suggest that, ultimately,
they do not consider his regal authority impervious to his natural faults (cf. Holderness 17).

Apart from the reproaches of Gaunt and York and the people’s support of Bolingbroke as
announced by Scrope, Richard’s incompetence as a ruler – body politic or not – becomes manifest
in the much quoted garden scene, which comes closest to providing a choric commentary on his
reign. Conal Condren might be right in deeming the gardeners’ exhortations insufficiently nuanced
to capture the play’s central conflicts (“Skepticism” 637), yet he underestimates the complexity of the
garden imagery when he describes it as obviously at odds with how the rest of the play presents
Richard’s misrule (“Skepticism” 638). At least with regard to the age-political dimension of Richard’s
performance, especially the head gardener’s words seem remarkably apt. Already the first set of
instructions he gives to his men addresses the conflict between perceived youth and adulthood
that pervades the entire play. Although the allegorical parallel between garden and state has not
yet been spelled out at this point, the gardener establishes it implicitly through a telling choice of
metaphors. First, he compares the “dangling apricots” he asks his assistant to “bind” with “unruly
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children” who “make their sire / Stoop with oppression of their prodigal weight” (3.4.30–32). Then
he demands in highly politicized language an even more aggressive curbing of youthful excesses:

Go thou, and, like an executioner,
Cut off the heads of too fast-growing sprays
That look too lofty in our commonwealth: (3.4.34–36)

The gerontocratic assumptions behind the gardener’s demands here are obvious, and although there
may be some initial ambiguity as to whether the heads in question hint at those of Richard’s entou-
rage or those of Bolingbroke and his supporters (cf. Gaudet 152), this is soon cleared up by their
equation with parasitical weeds, the identification of Bolingbroke with a gardener who has plucked
them out (which echoes Bolingbroke’s own gardening metaphor in 2.3.165–66 as well as 1.1.173 of
Woodstock), and the actual naming of “the Earl of Wiltshire, Bushy, Green” (3.4.51–54).

As the scene progresses, the ideal of the king as a paternal senior to his subjects manifests itself,
firstly, in the gardener’s comparison of Richard to a large albeit prematurely withered tree. Rather
than towering above them, this tree has been assimilated by the upstart weeds surrounding him
and is, by implication, doomed to share in their downfall (3.4.51–54). Secondly, said ideal appears
in the gardener’s comparison of the king to a neglectful gardener in his own right, one who was
not attentive or skilful enough to prune his “great and growing men” – this time presumably Boling-
broke and his noble followers – in just the right way to benefit from them (3.4.62–64). At first sight,
this second comparison is less intrinsically age-related than the botanical one. Unlike the tree meta-
phor, after all, it raises the king’s divine office beyond the ontological sphere inhabited by his subjects
and thus recalls the notion of the king’s ageless body politic: a gardener does neither form part of the
garden itself nor is he necessarily old in relation to his plants. Yet the onstage presence of the speak-
er’s own personal example – the queen tellingly addresses him as “old Adam’s likeness, set to dress
this garden” (3.4.74) – still draws a strong association between responsible, God-given government
and advanced manhood. In order to make a good king in the eyes of the gardener and the geronto-
cratically orthodox commoners he represents, Richard would have needed to stand his ground as
both the highest, sturdiest, and hence oldest tree in the grove that is his realm and the distinctly
mature gardener entrusted to keep said grove in its divinely sanctioned order.

The gardeners’ grim assessment of Richard’s reign unsettles and offends the queen, of course, but
it never even reaches her husband. As I have already noted, Shakespeare’s Richard, unlike the
Richard of Woodstock, never quite acknowledges the lack of maturity ascribed to him by his critics
in the play. At most, he alludes to it inadvertently at the time of his surrender to Bolingbroke, namely
when he predicts his deposition and perhaps even death in terms of generational succession:

Cousin, I am too young to be your father,
Though you are old enough to be my heir. (3.3.202–03)

Scholars usually read these verses as sardonically highlighting the ominous contradiction between
Bolingbroke’s rise to power and the natural laws of royal succession (cf. Meskill 102–03, for
example), and this reading is certainly convincing in view of their immediate context. To an age-pol-
itically sensitive audience, however, though most probably not Richard himself, these lines also con-
tain an acknowledgement of his age-political defeat. If one understands the terms “young” and “old”
here as predominantly defined by social and political practices, they suggest, with some dramatic
irony, that Richard’s self-fashioning has indeed been too puerile or “pupil-like”, as his wife calls it
a little later (5.1.31), for him to exert the paternal authority required by his office (including his sex-
ual duties as husband and begetter of royal heirs: cf. Seelig 357).

While the various passages discussed in this section speak loudly against Richard’s adulthood as
judged by most early modern standards, Shakespeare’s play still proves characteristically polyphonic
in providing at least glimpses of an alternative view. On the walls of Flint castle, for instance,
Richard’s outward appearance suggests Zeus-like seniority and gravitas to York: “his eye, / As bright
as is the eagle’s, lightens forth / Controlling majesty” (3.3.67–69). Later on, the Bishop of Carlisle
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berates Bolingbroke for his usurpation not only because Richard was divinely “anointed” and
“crowned”, but also because he has been “planted many years” (4.1.118). Richard’s marriage to Isa-
bel, furthermore, might well have signalled a “departure from youth” to an Elizabethan audience (cf.
Griffiths 28). Marked by “true-love tears” (5.1.10; also 5.1.86) when the couple appears onstage, their
bond appears stronger and more promising than their childlessness and Bolingbroke’s earlier dispar-
agement suggest (3.1.11–15). Finally, the manly “valour” (5.5.113) Richard displays shortly before his
death can be seen as somewhat at odds with the childishness so widely attributed to him, although
martial prowess in particular was largely associated with the more youthful end of manhood. These
glimpses of regal adulthood on the king’s part could provide interesting opportunities for directors
bent on emphasizing the ambiguities of his age performance or even reading it against the grain.
Nevertheless, their often qualified nature and relative inconspicuousness still keep them from
fully countering the general age-political tenor of Richard II. Albeit sophisticated in its represen-
tation of age as at least in part the result of politically expedient rhetorics, Shakespeare’s play still
continues the Tudor tradition of presenting Richard as excessively youthful.

Coda

An appropriate place to end a discussion of the age politics enacted in Richard II is the “often cut”
and “oddly comic” Scene 5.3 (Rackin 273), in which the newly crowned Henry sits in judgement over
York’s son Aumerle. This is not only because it foreshadows in several ways the familial tensions of
the subsequent plays in the tetralogy, where Prince Harry’s coming of age becomes structurally pivo-
tal. The scene can also be regarded as marking the age-political end point of the usurpation plot in
Richard II. In contrast to his predecessor, Henry’s performance as recently matured Duke of Lancas-
ter, his virtù in the no less age-informed than gendered Machiavellian sense, have gained him, as
York reports, the approving welcome of “many greedy looks of young and old” (5.2.13). Now he
finally occupies the throne in a court scene that echoes the opening of the play. Yet whereas King
Richard punished the unruly Henry in line with Gaunt’s duty-bound condemnation of his son
(1.3.230–35), King Henry rises above old York’s calls for severity by generously pardoning Aumerle.
The dialogue offers the audience several motivations for the new king’s generosity, and all of these
highlight his paternalistic seniority.

The first can be found in Henry’s fears concerning his own “young wanton” offspring (5.3.10),
which induce him to promise forgiveness even before hearing the details of the case (5.3.33–34). Sec-
ondly, after the full disclosure of Aumerle’s crime, Henry decides that York’s “abundant goodness
shall excuse / This deadly blot in thy digressing son” (5.3.63–64), thus subordinating a son’s actions
to those of his father. When York still insists on capital punishment (5.3.70–71 and 83–84), the
emotional pleas of Aumerle’s mother on behalf of her “transgressing boy” (5.3.94) move Henry to
pardon him a third time, exhibiting paternal openness to maternal appeals. Fourthly, his express
hope of being himself forgiven by God (5.3.129) – presumably for his act of usurpation – yet
again affirms his supreme position in the paternalistic order of his realm: his own filial relation to
God, his only senior, appears as a direct analogy to that between Aumerle and himself.

Whatever other significance one may ascribe to each of these motives, their age-political impli-
cations firmly place Henry in the most powerful age stratum of society, irrespective of numerical
age. According to the latter, after all, the conspiring Aumerle – like the vanquished Richard –
would actually count as Henry’s age peer and equal: he, too, was thirty-two years old in real life
and another cousin of the same generation. Yet in terms of the socially defined age strata of early
modern society and the authority and responsibilities associated with each, York’s son appears,
and can legitimately be treated as, a mere youth in dire need of reformation (cf. 5.3.144). Henry’s
confident enactment of regal adulthood sets his age-political triumph in the play in stark contrast
with Richard’s failure in this regard. It delegates Aumerle to a position in the contemporary age-
structure that parallels that of the former king. At the same time, Aumerle’s case resembles that
of the as-yet-unreformed Prince Harry, whom Henry will one day suspect of similarly regicidal
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longings (2 Henry IV 4.3.189–266) and whose even more skilful negotiation of age-group allegiances
forms a central theme in the remaining plays of the Henriad.

Yet how does the apparent low comedy of the scene affect this age-political reading? According to
Phyllis Rackin, its “extravagantly farcical” nature (281) provides no less than “the mechanism by
which we can escape our complicity in the impending tragedy of Richard’s murder” (273). She
sees the comedy as primarily serving to alienate the audience from York, who previously embodied
their split loyalties regarding Richard and Bolingbroke (see 279). Their alienation from York in turn
distances them from the triumphant Henry IV, whose dubious monarchical state York respects to
the point of sacrificing his own son to it (cf. 280). Rackin’s account is somewhat speculative, but
if she is right about the emotional impact of the scene, one could read the demonstratively mature
Henry as dramatically undermined at the very peak of his seniority. Through close juxtaposition with
York’s ridiculously rigid allegiance, his careful age-political self-fashioning is rendered suspect as an
undignified performance that cannot, after all, quite justify his usurpation of Richard’s throne. In this
case, the audience might leave the theatre not only “drained” and restored to their “own time and
place” (Rackin 281), but also greedy for a more palatable display of regal adulthood. Such a display
would combine the authentic growth of the initially youthful but increasingly more dignified Richard
with the mature knack for authoritative rule of his Lancastrian successor.
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